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Space Race
Interstellar travel is easy with our Space Race board game.

 

Before you start, you'll want to cut out all the game cards and Astronaut playing pieces.

Place all of the cards into a pouch or container and then chose your game piece. You will

won't need a dice to play this game as the playing cards determine how many places you

do or don't move.

 

A quick game of rock-scissors-paper will determine who goes first. 

 

To play you'll take turns drawing a card. If you draw a destination card, travel at hyper

speed to that destination. If you draw a destination that is behind you on the

intergalactic highway, you have to travel backwards. Drawing a single star means you

advance one space ahead, double stars means you advance two spaces. 

 

Should you land on a RED STAR, you must complete a dares chosen by your opponents, 

 from the DARE LIST on the next page or an agreed dare. 

 

You MUST draw the exact number of stars to reach the finish. 

 

BEWARE....drawing the dreaded Alien X card means you will be collected by the nearest

Alien ship and taken all the way back to the start.

 

To WIN, all you have to do is get from start to finish by drawing one card at a time!

Game Activity
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Dare Suggestions Game Activity

Try to touch your nose with the tip of your tongue

Pretend to be a T-Rex for 30 seconds.

Act like your favourite superhero for 30 seconds. 

Try to stand on one foot for a minute

Eat one floret of uncooked broccoli...and swallow it!

Say this tongue twister five time, “She sells sea shells by the seashore.”

Do a crab-walk around the room

Don’t blink your eyes for 30 seconds

Spell your name in reverse in under 5 seconds.

Pretend to be a monkey for 30 seconds.

Try to fold paper in half six times with one hand only.

Sing a song in a funny voice.

Peel the banana with your mouth (don’t use hands)

Take a big bite of a lemon.

Lick your elbow

CHILD FRIENDLY DARE SUGGESTIONS

 

Remember you can add your own dares to this list.



PLANETS

TRAVEL TO THIS PLANET TRAVEL TO THIS PLANET TRAVEL TO THIS PLANET

TRAVEL TO THIS PLANET TRAVEL TO THIS PLANET TRAVEL TO THIS PLANET

TRAVEL TO THIS PLANET TRAVEL TO THIS PLANET TRAVEL TO THIS PLANET



PLANETS
Interstellar travel is easy. All you have to do is get from start to finish by drawing one card

at a time! Take turns drawing a card from the pile. If you draw a destination card, travel to

that destination. If you draw a destination that is behind you on the intergalactic highway,

you have to travel backwards. Drawing a single star means you advance one space ahead,

double stars advance two spaces. Should you land on a RED STAR, you must complete on

of the dares chosen by your opponent from the DARE LIST included in your Date Guide. If

you pass on the dare, your opponent can select one item of clothing for you to remove. 

 You MUST draw the exact number of stars to reach the finish. If you draw the dreaded

Alien X card, you will be collected by the nearest Alien ship and travel all the way back to

the start.

HITCH A RIDE ON THIS

ROCKET

HITCH A RIDE ON THIS

ROCKET

HITCH A RIDE ON THIS

UFO

GO BACK TO THE START

MOVE FORWARD 

ONE STAR

MOVE FORWARD 

ONE STAR

MOVE FORWARD 

ONE STAR

MOVE FORWARD 

ONE STAR

MOVE FORWARD 

ONE STAR



ADVENTURERS
Print and cut out all the tiles and the

Adventurers. 

 

Choose your Adventurer, shuffle the tiles

in the cards provided and start playing. 

 

You can play a round of Rock-Paper-

Scissors to determine who goes first. 

TO PLAY

SPECIAL NOTE FOR THE ADULTS

You can play this game with your kids, but to play

this as an ADULTS ONLY challenge, change  the

RED STAR dares to be a little more relationship

related like "remove one piece of clothing" or "kiss

your favourite part of your partners body"...you get

the idea, just agree on some dares before you play.

DARE ONLY TO NOT

MOVE FORWARD

MOVE FORWARD 

ONE STAR

MOVE FORWARD 

ONE STAR

MOVE FORWARD 

ONE STAR

MOVE FORWARD 

ONE STAR

MOVE FORWARD 

TWO STARS

DARE ONLY TO NOT

MOVE FORWARD

MOVE FORWARD 

TWO STARS

MOVE FORWARD 

TWO STARS
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